Keplerian/Galilean
Telescope
SUPPLIES
•Printable
•Hot Glue
•2 Lenses
•2 Cardboard tubes
•Marker (not included)
•Glue Gun(not included)
•Scissors

3. You will have two rectangles-one smaller
than the other.

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Gather all of your supplies.
4. Roll both of the rectangles into tubes to
curl the paper. Make sure the grey portion is
at the end of the tube. Let go of the tube.

2. Cut along the blue dotted lines.

5. Take the big tube and hot glue the bigger
rectangle around it.

7. Cut out circles A and B. It is better to cut
them too small than too big.

8. Cut through the black circle into the
middle and cut the middle out. It is better to
cut the middle too big than too small.

6. Repeat the process with the smaller tube
and rectangle.

8. You should have finished pieces that look
like this:

9. Take your small tube and find the two grey
rings at the end. You are going to glue the
two black circles you just cut onto those
rings. Start with the grey ring furthest from
the edge. Add a bit of glue and put it in place.
Once in place, add glue all the way around to
hold it firmly in place. You can also use tape
if you wish.

10. Push your small tube into the end of the
big tube. Does it fit? If it gets stuck, you will
need to trim your black circle a bit until it fits
into tube.

11. Repeat step 9 with the next ring.

12. Place the small tube into the big tube.
Make sure it can slide back and forth easily.

You may need to trim your black circles.
Once complete, set aside.

13. Cut out circle C. Cut it the same way you
cut circles A and B.

15. Cut a small piece off of the end of a hot
glue stick.

14. With the smaller tube still inside the big
tube, wrap circle c around the bottom of the
big tube. This will prevent your telescope
from falling out. Glue circle c into place.

16. Using a pair of big scissors, tweezers or
pliers, grab the hot glue piece like this:

17. Add a bit of glue onto this piece.

18. Reaching as far as you can down the end
of the big tube, glue the hot glue piece to
the side of the big tube. This will act as the
stopper on the other side.

19. Cut out the outside of circle D.

20. Poke a hole in the middle of circle D and
cut out the white middle

21. Repeat this process for circle E.

22. You can create both a Keplerian or
Galilean telescope with your two lenses.
Take your lenses and look on the edge of
them. Are they flat on both sides?
Try this:
Take one lens in each hand. Hold them so
the rounded sides (this is called convex)
is facing away from you. Now hold one of
them up to your eye. With your other hand,
stretch it out in front of you, like a telescope
and look through both lenses. What do you
see? Is the image upside down or right side
up? Try moving your extended arm closer or
father away from your eye. Does that change
the image?

24. Add glue to the edge of the cardboard
tube and glue circle E to this end.

Now flip the lenses so the convex sides are
pointing towards you. Did this change the
image?
Finally, try flipping the lens in your extended
hand some the convex side is facing out. Did
the image change?
Decide which set up works best for you and
set your lenses aside.
23. Add glue to the end of the large
cardboard tube. Glue the large lens onto this
end.

25. Repeat this process with the other end.
If your lens slightly goes over the edge of
the cardboard tube, you can use a pair of
scissors to chip away the edges. Have a
parent do this for you.

26. Use a black marker to write your name,
or the name of your telescope on the white
space on the side.

27. You can also use the marker to colour in
any cardboard spots showing.

28. Place your telescope on the stand and
you are done!

